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preface
Quantitative techniques and com-
puter analysis can aid the manager
of a small- to medium-size logging
operation in making decisions
about replacing logging equipment.
The techniques described here con-
cern replacement of a current
machine with a new machine, but
they can also provide a basis for
comparison between two new
machines, between maintenance of
a current machine or a major
overhaul, or between purchase or
long-term lease of a new machine.

The insight and judgment of the
logging manager are a major part
of any equipment-replacement
analysis. It is not envisioned that
the quantitative approach devel-
oped here will completely sub-
stitute for those factors, for many
considerations such as operator
efficiency are not easily quanti-
fied. Neither is it envisioned that
the techniques given here will
always produce the "best" deci-
sion; however, they should elim-
inate much of the guesswork and
provide the manager with the
information necessary to make
improved choices.

introduction
Modern logging methods require
such substantial investments in
logging equipment that decisions
about replacement cannot be made
casually. Surely many, if not most,
logging managers do make careful
decisions, but such decisions are
not necessarily optimal or based
upon a quantitative analysis of
alternatives.

This report proposes a quantitative
technique for determining when to
replace equipment. We will focus
on a comparison of retaining a

single piece of equipment versus
replacing it with a predetermined
new model. We will not consider
related problems: how to maintain
the equipment, how to make
decisions for replacing a fleet of
similar equipment, or how to
choose among proposed replace-
ments. Our report is designed for
the manager of a small- to
medium-size logging operation who
does not have access to much data
on either the current machine or
its proposed replacement. (If such
information is available, more
sophisticated techniques using sta-
tistical analysis should be con-
sidered.) We will assume, however,
that the logging manager has
access to a computer capable of
supporting a modest version of the
BASIC programming language, an
assumption perhaps not warranted
now but soon to be valid (Lewis
1978) with the advent of modestly
priced computer systems for small
businesses.

A decision to replace equipment at
a given time is not simple but is a
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complex of many factors: depre-
ciation, investment costs such as
taxes and insurance, maintenance,
repairs, downtime (forced delay in
production due to failed equip-
ment), obsolescence, and inflation.

Young, McPhalen, and Cottell
(1975) give statistical evidence
that the average age at which
loggers replace equipment roughly
coincides with the "ideal" age
determined by analyzing cost data
for a sample of logging machines.
Whether or not loggers make
optimal or near-optimal decisions
regarding individual machines is
not considered. For example,
assume that the "ideal" replace-
ment time for a medium-size
skidder is at 5 years of age. Logger
A may replace an over-used, unre-
liable skidder at 6 years, and
logger B may replace a lightly
used, reliable skidder at 4 years.
Neither has made an optimal
decision regarding his machine,
though the average age of the two
skidders at replacement is identi-
cal to the "ideal."

The literature on logging-
equipment replacement most com-
monly advises keeping track of the
cumulative-average total cost per
hour of operation and replacing a
machine when this figure first
shows an increase (Miller 1973,
Pearce and Stenzel 1972, Cater-
pillar Tractor Company). Such a
criterion depends heavily upon the
operational and financial history
of the current machine. Several
authors advise that past expendi-
tures for a current machine be

considered sunk costs and that
analysis concerning replacement be
based on present outlook rather
than past history (Conway 1976,
Gabriel 1970, Lussier 1961, Riggs
1977). Three of these authors
recommend comparing the pro-
jected total cost for the current
machine in the next period (for
example, year, month, 100 operat-
ing hours) with the average cost
per period for a replacement
machine retained an optimal time
(the length of time for which the
cumulative-average total cost per
period is minimal).

Miller (1973) and Waters and
Bullock (1976) emphasize the
effects of inflation on equipment-
replacement policies. Miller
develops a variant of the policy of
replacement at first average-cost
increase. He takes into account a
uniform inflation factor. Waters
and Bullock determine the real
rate of return on equipment
investment in an inflationary
period. They also make calcula-
tions useful for analyzing lease and
rent alternatives.

Our treatment considers deprecia-
tion, investment costs, mainte-
nance, repairs, downtime, and tax
advantages. Other significant
factors-the versatility and adapt-
ability of the new equipment
being considered, the potential for
using the increased productivity of
new machinery, and the compati-
bility with existing operations-are
more properly analyzed by the
manager rather than incorporated
into a quantitative analysis.
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the time value of money
In comparing the costs of replac-
ing or not replacing a particular
piece of equipment, we are not
dealing with simple sums of
money, but rather with "streams"
of money over time. Replacement
means a large monetary outlay in
the present and smaller outlays in
the future. Retaining equipment
means moderate costs in the pres-
ent and, usually, increasing mainte-
nance, repair, and downtime costs
in the future. Thus it is important
to consider the factors collectively
referred to as the "time value of
money."

"Time value" basically refers to
the fact that a dollar received 1

year from now is not worth as
much as a dollar received today,
because it cannot yet be spent.
The paying of interest for the use
of money is recognition of this.

With inflation, time value becomes
more complex. Interest rates may
scarcely account for inflation, let
alone the inherent time value of
money. In some respects, interest
and inflation tend to offset one
another in an analysis of equip-
ment replacement.

A standard way to consider the
time value of money in quanti-
tative analyses is to multiply all

costs and revenues n periods in the
future by a "discount factor," a
where a < 1. This makes a future
cost or revenue less significant
than a current cost or revenue of
an identical amount. The appro-
priate choice for a requires several
considerations. One way to deter-
mine a is by a natural relation
between it and the periodic inter-
est rate i, expressed as a fraction:
a = 1/(1 + i). This relation arises
because an dollars invested at
interest rate i wi I I grow to : be 1

dollar in n periods. With the
discount rate calculated as shown,
the two amounts, an dollars today
and 1 dollar n periods in the
future, are equivalent after dis-
counting.

To account for the effects of
inflation, we can multiply costs
and revenues for n periods in the
future by a factor p" = (1 + f) n ,
where f is the rate of inflation
expressed as a fraction. Interest
and inflation tend to offset one
another since a < 1 and R > 1. We
cannot assume this cancellation is
complete, but for simplicity we
will ignore both factors in most of
our analysis. The programs in
Appendix A can be modified to
accommodate inflation and dis-
count factors.
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comparison criterion cost analysis of a new machine
Many criteria can be used in
evaluating an existing piece of
equipment and its proposed
replacement. The one we will use
is similar to that proposed by
Conway (1976), Lussier (1961),
and Riggs (1977), comparing the
estimated cost of the current
machine in the next period to the
average cost per period of a new
machine retained an optimal
length of time. This criterion has a
distinct advantage over the criter-
ion of replacement at first
average-cost increase in that it
does not assume that the patterns
of costs for the old and the new
machine will be identical. Thus,
undue importance is not placed on
the past history of the current
machine; its history is used only
for projecting costs likely to be
encountered if it is retained one
more period.

We compute the minimum average
cost per unit time of a new
machine with a mathematical
model based upon estimates and
projections supplied by the
manager. This model, which is
developed in the next section,
accounts for the costs of depre-
ciation, investment, maintenance,
repair, downtime, and taxation.
We do not, as in some approaches,
consider obsolescence of the new
machine (obsolescence of the old
machine can be taken into
account) because accurate esti-
mates of technological progress are
difficult to make.

The manager of a small- to
medium-size logging operation
typically does not have detailed
cost information about a prospec-
tive machine. However, he can
usually make reasonably accurate
estimates of such quantities as
initial costs, investment costs, and
maintenance costs. We can use
simple mathematical models to
translate these estimates into pre-
dictions of the optimal time to
retain the new machine and of the
minimal cumulative-average total
cost per period. We will begin by
showing, with simple formulas,
how costs in the various categories
are distributed over time and how
the parameters in these formulas
can be estimated by the logging
manager. We will consider the cost
categories one by one and develop
examples based on the contem-
plated purchase of an FMC 220CA
High-Speed Steel-Track Skidder.

In each of the cost categories, we
will choose a formula for predict-
ing costs over time that follows
reasonable expectations for most
applications. For example, the
formula for repair costs will pre-
dict higher expenses as the
machine ages, and the formula for
downtime costs will reflect the
close relationship of downtime to
repair. Then, if necessary, we will
translate the parameters of these
formulas into quantities more
easily estimated by a manager.
Though the resulting formulas may
not be the only reasonable ones,
sensitivity of the results to minor
variations should not be a major
problem. The range of conditions
which operators encounter can be
accommodated by varying the par-
ameters of the various formulas.
Also, nothing prevents the use of
different formulas for one or more
cost categories, if conditions so
warrant, as long as the new
functions are convex. (A function
is convex if the slope of the
function increases as the function's
independent variable increases.)

Depreciation Costs

A replacement machine may be
paid for with cash or "on time."
Although the money streams for
each of these purchase arrange-
ments are different, they are
customarily analyzed in the same
way (see Investment Cost section).
Assume that the machine is pur-
chased with cash. Though the
entire purchase price is paid in the
first period, only the decline in
the value of the machine in that
period is considered an expense.
We denote by D(n) the amount by
which the machine depreciates in
the nth period. We shall assume
that

D(n) =

where

Dl (1 -
D3)D3n-1 if n c D4

0 if n > D4

Dl = purchase price of the
machine,

D2 = salvage value of the machine
-that is, its lowest future
value while in working con-
dition,

D3 = fraction of the current worth
of the machine remaining at
the start of the next period,
and

D4 = number of periods until
value of the machine declines
to salvage level. (This should
not be confused with an
estimate of the optimal
replacement time, which may
be larger or smaller than D4.)

These four quantities are inter-
related. Usually, the logging man-
ager should estimate D1, D2, and
D4 directly; D3 can then be
computed from the formula

D3 = (D2/Dl )
(l/D4)
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Let us say the purchase price for a
new FMC 220CA Skidder is
approximately $125,000 (D1 =
125000) and this machine declines
to a salvage value of approxi-
mately $18,750 (D2 = 18750) in 4
years. On the basis of two periods
per year (D4 = 8), D3 = 0.8272.
Thus, we can compute depre-
ciation in periods 1, 2, and 3:
D(1) = $26,389.89, D(2) _
$20,818.48, and D(3) _
$16,423.30.

This formula for computing depre-
ciation in each period is not the
only reasonable one. It does,
however, have the advantage that
its parameters are easily estimated
by a logging manager and that
most of the depreciation is
allotted to early periods.

Investment Costs

Investment costs include interest,
insurance, and taxes. If a machine
is purchased on time, then the
interest charges are a real cost. If a
machine is purchased with cash, it
may still be reasonable to consider
the interest which could have been
earned by the purchase money as
an expense. For this reason, the
two purchase arrangements are
commonly analyzed identically.
Insurance (theft, fire, and such)
and personal or corporate property
taxes on the machine are also
investment expenses. All these are
roughly proportional to the
amount of money invested in the
machine, and so our formula for
V(n), the expected investment
expense incurred in the nth
period, is

n-1

V(n) = V1 [D1 D(k)]

k=1

where

V1 is the proportion, and

n-1

D1 -Z D(k)

k=1

is the value of the machine at the
start of the nth period (purchase
price less depreciation).

Investment costs are often esti-
mated to be 15 percent of the
annual investment. Because we are
using 6-month periods, V1 =
0.075. Therefore the investment
costs in the first three periods are
V(1) _ $9,375.00, V(2) _
$7,395.75, and V(3) = $5,834.37.
(This assumes the depreciation
values cited in the preceding
section.) Note that investment
costs are highest in the early years
of ownership.

Maintenance Costs

Maintenance costs typically are
fairly constant over time but may
show a moderate increase in addi-
tion to the effects of inflation
(which we are ignoring). Let M(n)
denote the expected maintenance
cost incurred in period n. We will
use the formula

M(n) = M1 (M2) n-1

where

M1 = initial maintenance cost per
period, and

M2 = maintenance-cost growth
factor (> 1).

The latter allows the periodic
maintenance cost to increase with
time. (M2 = 1 implies no increase
with time.)

The growth factor M2 can be
estimated directly; however, a
related quantity more easily esti-
mated is M3.

M3 = number of periods until the
periodic maintenance cost
increases 50 percent (an
arbitrary percentage that can
be altered if the formula is
altered accordingly).

The growth factor M2 can then be
computed from M3 using the
formula

1 /M3

M2 = (1.5)

For example, if initial periodic
maintenance costs are $520 (M1 =
520) and maintenance costs are
expected to increase 50 percent
in addition to inflation in six
periods (M3 = 6), we can find the
second and third period mainte-
nance costs: M(2) = $556.35 and
M(3) = $595.25. The growth
factor M., is 1.0699.

Repair Costs

How repair costs evolve over time
depends fundamentally upon the
equipment guarantee against
defects. A complex machine often
exhibits a "burn-in" phenomenon
-a tendency to have more fre-
quent breakdowns in initial stages
of ownership than immediately
thereafter. If early repair costs are
covered under a guarantee, it is
reasonable to assume that the
expected repair cost in a given
period, R(n), will increase as n
increases. Because virtually all log-
ging equipment is guaranteed for
an initial period, we will assume
an increasing form for R(n). We
will use the formula

R(n) = R1 (R2)'n-1

where

R1 = initial repair cost per period,

R2 = repair-cost growth factor
(> 1), and

R3 = number of periods until the
periodic repair cost increases
50 percent (an arbitrary per-
centage that may be altered if
the formula is altered accord-
ingly).

The growth factor R2 can be
computed from R3.

1 /R3

R2 = (1.5) .

For example, if initial periodic
repair costs are $325 (R1 = 325)
and repair costs are expected to
increase 50 percent in 1.25 years
(R3 = 2.5) in addition to inflation,
then we can find the second and
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third period repair costs: R(2) =
$382.22 and R(3) = $449.52. The
growth factor R2 is 1.176.

Of course, actual repair costs
incurred over the lifetime of a
given machine are not distributed
over time as smoothly as this
formula suggests; rather, they
accrue erratically. For an existing
machine, impending overhauls are
a key factor in replacement deci-
sions. However, because we cannot
foresee exactly how repair costs
will accrue for a proposed
machine, we must be content with
a formula that represents the
aggregate experience with similar
machines in the past.

Downtime Costs

Downtime costs are among the
most difficult to assess; it is hard
to decide what to include. As with
repair costs, any formula we con-
struct will not truly represent the
erratically accruing costs, but will
represent aggregate past exper-
ience. A minimal downtime charge
would be the cost of idle workers
and equipment during breakdown,
but the cost for lost production
may be a reasonable downtime
expense also.

Regardless of what charges are
included, downtime costs are
closely related to repair costs. The
relation is probably not linear;
more likely the ratio of downtime
costs to repair costs in a period is
not constant but increases with
increasing repair costs because of
several factors. Minor repairs can
often be made during nonworking
hours, and major repairs may
require disproportionately larger
downtimes. However, the reverse
may occur if replacement parts are
hard to obtain; minor repairs may
then cause delays nearly as long as
those of major repairs. Thus when
parts are hard to obtain, the ratio
of downtime costs to repair costs
may instead decrease as repair
costs increase. When W2 < 1, the
formula for W(n) will show this
behavior.

We will take W(n), the expected
downtime cost in period n, to be
an increasing function of R (n), the
expected repair cost in period n.
We will use the formula

W(n) = W, [R(n)]
W2

The parameters W1 and W2 do not
have natural interpretations as the
preceding parameters do. They
simply define the relationship
between repair cost and downtime
cost. It would be almost impos-
sible to estimate W1 and W2
directly. Instead, we first. estimate
the four quantities:

C, = number of periods per year,

R4 = hourly repair cost,

W3 = average number of working
hours a machine would be
down if it were in for minor
repairs 50/Cl hours during
the period (the quantity 50 is
arbitrary and may be altered
if the formula is altered
accordingly),

W4 = average number of working
hours a machine would be
down if it were in for major
repairs 400/C1 hours during
the period (the quantity 400
is arbitrary and may be
altered if the formula is
altered accordingly), and

W5 = hourly downtime cost.

Then we can compute W2 and W1
using the formulas

W2 = Qn(W4/W3)/Qn(8)

and
-W2

W, = W3W5(50R4/C,)

Assume that hourly repair and
downtime costs are $35 and $725,
respectively, and that in the first
period, the machine would be
undergoing minor repairs for about
25 hours, resulting in a loss of 5
production hours. Further assume
that in a later period the machine

undergoes major repairs for 200
hours and loses 220 production
hours. The values for the input
parameters are: R4 = 35, W5 =
725, W3 = 5, W4 = 220. We can
compute that W2 = 1.819 and W1
= 0.0160, and therefore downtime
costs in the first three periods are
W(1) = $597.80, W(2) = $803.05,
and W(3) = $1,085.75.

Note that the W3 and W4 -param-
eters are simply used for estimat-
ing values for W, and W2.
Estimates of these two parameters
depend upon such things as the
distance to the nearest source of
replacement parts, the ability to
make repairs in the field, and the
extent to which repairs can be
made in nonworking hours.
Twenty-five hours of minor repairs
in a 6-month period might mean a
loss of only 5 production hours if
repairs are made in the field after
working hours. On the other hand,
200 hours of major repairs in a
period might mean a loss of 220
production hours if repairs must
be made elsewhere or if replace-
ment parts are delayed.

We emphasize that downtime costs
are especially hard to estimate
because of the difficulty in judging
the basis for computation (lost
production, equipment idled, and
such). For the examples in this
report, calculations were based on
production figures, but a manager
might use a different approach
under other circumstances.

Tax Credits and Deductions for
Depreciation

The most well-known methods for
computing depreciation on equip-
ment for tax purposes (as opposed
to true or market depreciation
calculations) are the straight-line
method, the 150-percent and
200-percent declining-balance
methods, and the sum-of-the-
years'-digits method. Deciding
which to use is a complex process
and depends upon expectations for
the current and future annual
taxable incomes of the firm. When
the taxable income is expected to
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cost analysis of
the current machine

be relatively stable, the
200-percent declining-balance
method is often recommended in
order to reap the tax benefits of
the depreciation allowance most
rapidly.

The two calculated depreciation
amounts, market and tax related,
roughly coincide when the
200-percent declining-balance
method or some other "acceler-
ated" depreciation schedule is
used. With such a method, the tax
benefit of the depreciation deduc-
tion may be included in deter-
mining D1, D2, D3, and D4 for
the true depreciation cost. Thus,
we will not include a separate cost
component for the tax-benefit of
the depreciation allowance. With
the straight-line method, an addi-
tional cost component can easily
be added to the model.

The investment tax credit is also
very significant in deciding how
long to retain a piece of equip-
ment (see Appendix B). For the
1978 taxable year, the investment

tax credit was 0 percent for
equipment held less than 3 years,
3 1/3 percent for equipment held
3 to 5 years, 6 2/3 percent for
equipment held 5 to 7 years, and
10 percent for equipment held 7
years or more (with certain limita-
tions). Thus we take C(n), the
investment tax credit "cost"
(actually a revenue), to be

C(n) =

-D1 /30 if n = c1(3C1)

-D1 /30 if n = cQ(5C1)

-D1 /30 if n = cQ(7C1)

0 otherwise

where cQ(x) denotes the smallest
integer greater-than or equal-to x.

With this formula, the investment
tax credit is allocated equally to
the three periods in which the
machine attains an age of 3, 5,
and 7 years, respectively. The
formula is used even though the
full tax credit is actually claimed
in the year of purchase, because
an appropriate portion of the
credit must be paid back if the
machine is sold, traded, or other-
wise taken out of service before 7
years.

Optimal Lifespan and Minimum
Cumulative-Average Total Cost

The cumulative-average total cost
for periods 1 through n is denoted
by T(n) and is computed from the
formula

The comparison criterion requires
a value for the projected total cost
of the current machine in the next
period. To develop such a projec-
tion is basically an estimation
problem. There is a vast amount
of literature available on estima-
tion, so discussion of its applica-
tion here will be limited to a few
observations and comments on
each cost category.

Depreciation and Obsolescence

The amount by which the current
machine will depreciate in the
next period can be determined by
an assessment of the market for
used equipment. Determining the
obsolescence cost also requires
assessment of the capabilities of
new machines in relation to the
current machine. This assessment
is probably best made by the
logging manager after discussions
with dealers in new and used
equipment, rather than by formal
estimation techniques.

Obsolescence is included in costs
for the next period as an amount
equivalent to the difference in
income resulting from using the
current machine rather than a new
one with increased production
capability. This figure depends on
a judgment of how much the
increased capability of a new
machine can be used. Also, obso-
lescence can arise in different
ways. Often, though a new
machine is more versatile than the
current one, it may make other
equipment obsolete because of
incompatibility.

n

T(n) _ ON 7 [D(k) + V(k) + M(k) + R(k) + W(k) + C(k)] .
k=1

To find the optima! lifespan of the
replacement machine, this function
must be minimized, a task difficult
by hand calculation, but well
within the capability of modest
microcomputers. Two programs to
perform these computations are
listed and their use illustrated in
Appendix A.

Investment, Maintenance, and
Repair Costs

If adequate records have been kept
for a machine, the logging manager
can use them to estimate invest-
ment, maintenance, and repair
costs in the next period. The first
step is to make a plot of past
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costs in the given category.
Although past costs will typically
be erratic, a pattern usually
appears.

An obvious tool for quantifying
the past cost pattern is regression
(Sprent 1969). However, the
regression procedure should be a
simple least-squares curve fit.
(Regression and other applicable
estimation techniques are com-
monly available in computer soft-
ware packages and are well within
the capabilities of current low-
priced microcomputers.) Many
more sophisticated calculations
and interpretations, such as confi-
dence intervals, are not valid
because all data are from a single
machine and are therefore not
independent of one another. The
logging manager needs to extra-
polate from the data to estimate
the next period's cost, and extra-
polating from past data alone may
be inaccurate, especially if the
costs show a cyclic behavior.

For example, note the pattern of
repair-cost data for eight periods
in Figure 1. In period six, a failure
requires a major engine overhaul.
No reasonable extrapolation of
data for the first five periods
would predict the cost in the sixth
period. Further, any reasonable
extrapolation of a fitted curve
would yield a cost estimate for
period seven even higher than that
for period six, whereas the true
cost is quite low. If the logging
manager can predict when major
repairs are imminent and can
estimate the extent recent repairs
may lower future repair costs,
reasonable estimates should be
possible. A combination of quanti-
tative estimation techniques and a
manager's insight is needed.

Downtime Costs

Downtime costs can be estimated
in much the same way as invest-
ment, maintenance, and repair
costs; except that repair cost, as
well as time, may be included as
an independent variable for estima-
ting by regression.

0

1 -1
1 2 3

Figure 1.

Typical pattern of repair costs for
a current machine.

Adequate records of repair and
downtime costs and time are
crucial to good decisions. Also,
close cooperation between the
logging manager and those respon-
sible for operation, maintenance,
and repair of equipment is essen-
tial for accurate estimates of costs
in the next period. Operator
efficiency may be the single most
important factor in determining
many costs. A skillful operator can
keep an old machine running long
after it would otherwise break
down; an abusive operator can
undermine even the best equip-
ment replacement program.

Investment Tax Credit

If a machine has been in use at
least 7 years, benefits from invest-
ment tax credit will already have
been realized. For newer equip-
ment, however, the investment tax
credit must be considered.

If a machine will reach one of the
breakpoints in the tax credit law

I

4 5

PERIOD, n

/
1

1

1

1

6 7

(3, 5, or 7 years) in the next
period, a portion of the full tax
credit should be considered as a
negative cost. This is true even
though the tax credit was claimed
in the year of purchase, because
the appropriate portion of the
credit must be repaid if the
machine is taken out of service
before 7 years. If a machine is
several periods away from a break-
point, the appropriate credit to
assign to the next period is more
difficult to assess and depends
upon a judgment of how fast costs
will rise in the interim. If costs are
not expected to increase signifi-
cantly, retaining a machine until
the next breakpoint may be
worthwhile; otherwise, replace-
ment may be best. This, too, is a
matter best evaluated by the
manager; but again, adequate
records of repair and downtime
costs are essential to good judg-
ment.

9



sensitivity analysis an example of the quantitative technique
We have discussed how the total
cost of the current machine for
the next period and the minimum
cumulative-average total cost per
period of a proposed machine can
be estimated. A comparison of
these two figures provides the
quantitative basis for the replace-
ment decision. However, both
estimates have an inherent degree
of uncertainty. Uncertainty in the
estimates for deriving the cost of
the current machine can be
directly translated into uncertainty
in the cost figure itself; but this is
more difficult to do for a new
machine. Sensitivity analysis can
help. This is an analysis of the
effects of changes in the input
parameters estimated by the
manager upon the minimum
cumulative-average total cost,

T* = min {T(n):n > 1}.

Increasing the value of D1, V11
M1, R1, W1, or W5 will cause T*
to increase. Increasing the value of
M3 or R3 will cause T* to
decrease. The effects upon T* of
changes to D3, W3, and W4 are
not simple to assess, but an
assessment can be made with the
computer (see Appendix A).

Cost and production estimates
used in developing the parameter
values for our example, an FMC
220CA High-Speed Steel-Track
Skidder, were obtained from
several sources. Purchase-price,
salvage-value, maintenance, and
repair information came from the
FMC Corporation (1979) and from
telephone conversations with
equipment dealers. Production and
operating-cost estimates for the
parameter values for downtime
loss from repair came from
LeGault and Powell (1975),
Ohmstede (1977), and Powell
(1978), as well as the Oregon
State Department of Revenue
(1979). Net downtime losses were
developed by subtracting stumpage

value and logging and hauling
costs from the pond value for a
specific species and grade of logs.

With the values given in Table 1,
the minimum cumulative-average
total cost per period is $18,203,
and the optimal lifespan of the
machine (subject to the given
parameters) is 11 periods. Because
we are assuming two periods per
year, the optimal lifespan is 5.5
years. The cost curves for this
example are shown in Figure 2 for
each cost category and for the
cumulative-average total cost.

If not entirely confident in the
estimate of a particular parameter,
the decision-maker may explore

PARAMETERS FOR AN EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT MODEL.

Variable Definition Initial values

C1 Number of periods per year 2

D1 Purchase price (for FMC 220CA
High-Speed Steel-Track Skidder) $125,000.00

D2 Salvage value $18,750.00

D4 Number of periods until machine
value declines to salvage level 8

V1 Investment/cost ratio 0.075

M1 Initial maintenance cost per period $520.00

M3 Number of periods until maintenance
cost increases by 50% 6

R1 Initial repair cost per period $325.00

R3 Number of periods until repair cost
increases by 50% 2.5

R4 Hourly repair cost $35.00

W3 Production hours lost due to minor
repairs per period 5

W4 Production hours lost due to major
repairs per period $220.00

W5 Hourly downtime cost $725.00

10
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DEPRECIATION
COST
D(k)

MAINTENANCE
COST
M(k) .

DOWNTIME
COST
W(k)

.

CUMULATIVE-AVERAGE
TOTAL COST T(k)

Figure 2.

.

Cost curves for each category and
for cumulative-average total cost in
the equipment replacement
example. Vertical axis is dollars.
Horizontal axis is time. Points
show 6-month periods. Individual
cost trends can be seen, but
because vertical scales are not
identical, direct comparisons
should not be made among the
parameters.

REPAIR
COST
R(k)

.

INVESTMENT
COST
C(k)

. .

TAX-CREDIT "COST"C(k)

the optimal lifespan and minimum
cumulative-average total cost per
period as the parameter value
changes by varying the parameter
of interest as directed by the
range-of-values program in
Appendix A. For example, if the
manager elected to explore W5
(hourly downtime cost due to
major repairs per period) for
values from $725 to $900, he
would simply enter the desired
range. Let the minimum and
maximum values for hourly cost

be $700 and $900, respectively.
Intermediate values of W5 equally
spaced between the minimum and
maximum can be specified. The
corresponding optimal lifespan for
all values of W5 in this range is 11
periods (Table 3A, Appendix A).
Any parameter may be explored in
this way and the degree of sensi-
tivity assessed.

A range of values for hourly
downtime losses of $700 to $900
does not change the optimal life
span. However, it significantly
increases the minimum
cumulative-average total cost per
period from $18,203 to $19,147.
The optimal lifespan is most sensi-
tive to the time required for repair
costs to increase 50 percent.
Assume that the manager wishes
to explore a range of values for
R3 from 2.0 to 3.0. The corre-
sponding optimal lifespans range
from 10 to 14 periods, or 5 to 7
years.

Probably no logging manager
enjoys record-keeping tasks. How-
ever, good records lead to better
equipment-replacement decisions,
thus the time invested is well
spent. Although they need not be
as accurate as for bookkeeping,
reasonably detailed records of
maintenance, repair, and invest-
ment costs are important. Hours
of repair and of lost production
due to equipment failure should
be documented. Furthermore,
costs and production losses should
be periodically summarized to
make apparent any trends develop-
ing for a particular machine. Even
the most sophisticated quantitative
techniques are only as good as the
parameter estimates that are used,
and adequate records provide a
sound basis for these estimates.

Finally, maintenance is important
to an equipment replacement pro-
gram. It not only minimizes down-
time, but also increases the salvage
or trade-in value of equipment.
Adequate records and preventive
maintenance are perhaps the two
most important aspects of a
program.

11
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appendix A
Two programs to compute the
optimal number of periods to
retain a new machine (n*) and the
corresponding minimum
cumulative-average total cost per
period (T*) are listed in Tables 2
and 3. Both programs use the
parameter names given in the
section Cost Analysis of a New
Machine (D1 for D1, W3 for W3,
etc.). Neither program includes
extensive error-checking for the
input parameters and therefore
either may abort if illogical values
are used. Both programs print a
warning if the optimal number of
periods to retain the machine is
larger than 69. (The "DIM" state-
ment at the beginning of each
program can be altered to allow
higher limits than 69.)

Table 2 lists a program to com-
pute T* and n* for a single value
of each parameter. At completion,
the arrays D(), V(), M(), R(),
W(), CH, and T() contain the
values defined in this bulletin. The
program can be easily modified to
print any of these values.

Table 3 lists a more sophisticated
version of the first program and
allows investigation of the effect
of changing various estimates upon
T* and n*. Initially, "base" values
are entered for each parameter.
After printing the values of T*
and n* for the base values, the
program asks for the name of the
parameter to be "ranged." A low
value, a high value, and the
number of intermediate values
(equally spaced between the high
and the low values) are requested
for the variable to be ranged,
along with a new base value. The
program then computes T* and n*
for each value in the range and
finally computes the new base
value. (The process then repeats
by asking for the name of another
parameter to be ranged.) Again,
the arrays D(), V(), M(), R(),
W(), CH, and T() contain the
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same values defined in this bul-
letin, and can easily be printed
when desired.

Tables 2A and 3A are sample runs
of each of these programs. The
runs use the values from our
examples.

Program Listing

Table 2.

SINGLE-VALUES PROGRAM.

10 DIII LIE 70 ]9 VE70]±ME7011RE70'1 4WE?01 r CE701 TI7E'01
20 PRINT "NUMBER OF. PERIODS PER `FEAR"
30 INPUT Cl
40 PRINT Cl
50 F'RINT "PURCHASE PRICE"
60 INPUT DI
70 PRINT U1
80 PRINT SAL..',J AGE V ALUE"
90 INPUT D2
100 PRINT D2
1101 PRINT "Fl'II MANY PERIODS UNTIL 1'IHi:::HINE `:'FiL..J.JI- DECLINES TO SALVAGE LEVEL?"
120 I NPUT D4
1:30 PRINT D4
140 D:3=(D2:'Di)t(i'D4:
150 PRINT "D3 -- 11)3
160 PRINT "INVE!'3TMENT COST RATIO"
170 INPUT V1
180 PRINT VI
19ii PRINT "INITIAL. MAINTENANCE COST PER PERIOD''
200 INPUT MI
210 PRINT MI
2201 PRINT "NO. OF PERIOD::; UNTIL MAINTENANCE B 511=0°;"

230 INPUT 1;13
240 PRINT 113
250 M20.541/M7,
260 PRINT "-"Fh12
2701 PRINT "INITIAL REPAIR COST PER PERIOD''
280 INPUT R1
290 PRINT F:1
300 PRINT NO. OF PERIODS UNTIL 1LF'H:I:F? COST F,';' 50'.."

:310 INPUT R3
20 PRINT R:3

330 FRI1.1 T REPAIR COST"
340 INPUT R4
:350 PRINT R4
360 R2=1w51(1.'R3)
370 PRINT "R2 FR2
380 PRINT "INPUT HOURLY DOWNTIME COST''
390 INPUT W5
400 PRINT 115
410 PRINT "SUPPOSE THE MACHINE UNDERGOES MINOR REPAIRS FOR H TOTAL OF"1514:1_14
420 PRINT " Hi;:OIJF,,, IN H PERIOD. HI'H MANY PRODUCTIVE HOURS WOULD THE MACHINE";
430 PRINT " HITUHLL''i' BE 11/11414 TO 'iWF E. THESE REPAIRS'"'
440 INPUT W3
450 PRINT 143

460 PRINT "SUPPOSE THE MACHINE UNDERGOES MAJOR REPAIRS FOUR H TOTAL 071400/C l4
470 PRINT " HOURS IN H PERIOD. HOW MANY PRODUCT I',IE HOURS WOULD THE MACHINE"
480 PRINT ACTUALLY BE DOWN TO MA[ .`.E THESE: F:EPA11;;:_?"
490 INPUT 144
500 PRINT 144
5101 ba'2=LHI 114:'H ' L0G 08',
520 H1 =U5*1.33*;FJt_ 1 f 4:'i-:1't -'I'I2:'
5:30 S=T1 =T2=L=0
540 KK=1
550 IF K C= D4 THEN 580

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued).

560 DC K ]=Ei
570 GC!TC! 590
580 DC F:: ]==I!1*(1-I!:!) *D3 t(K -1.
590 'v'1 K ]='V' 1±(D 1..-S.:
600 S=S+DEKI
510 ill C F:: I=M1*M2:t (K-1
620 RIK]_=R1*F:2.t. F:.-1)
530 LIEF ]=H1*RCK]t'42
640 C[K]=o
650 I F t: t;: Q*!::1 :i OR (K > ' *!.;:1.+ 1 :

..THEN
670

660 CE F::: ]=-t, 1 /:38
570 IF (F:<::5*Ci::, OR CF:: _ *C:1+1) THEN 590
680 CC k: ]=-I! 1:'38
590 IF 0-::<::7*C1 OR 0::: 7a:C1.+I.) THEN 711
700 !-:C F:. ]=-D 1..30
710 T F` I K ]+1-1[ K: I F; W I ]
720 TC K 3=T 1.'K:
730 IF F::=1 THEN (70
7411 IF (T2=1) OR isF:::::7:*C1+1.:; I! ( CF::] <:= TCF::-11) THEN 770
750 T2=1
760 L=K-1
770 IF T2=1 AND t:F::::::L+51CI (F:: _ 711) THEN 800
780 K =K+1
790 GOTO 550
800 I1=1
810 FOR I=2 TO k:
820 I F TC I ] )-= T i l l ] THEN 840
830 11=1
840 NEXT I
850 PRINT
860 PRINT
870 PRINT "MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TIt'1E" 4 TC I1 ]
880 PRINT
890 PRINT "OPTIMAL LIFESPAN" 9 119 " PERIODS;"
900 IF T2=1 THEN 930
310 F'RINT "WARNING: OPTIMAL LIFEE:c;I-MN EXCEEDS MA>;IF1HN THAT PF:C!GF:At'1 CAN HANDLE.''
920 F'RINT "INDICATED OPTIMUM MAY BE IN ERROR.''
930 PRINT
940 PRINT
950.' PRINT
960 STOP
970 END

Sample Run

Table 2A.

SINGLE-VALUES PROGRAM.

NUMBER !::!F PERIODS PER

PURCHASE PRICE
125EI41F,1

SALVAGE VALUE
18750

HOW MANY PERIODS UNTIL MACHINE "S VALUE DE:CE"°::! LEVEL"

D3 = 0.78888080'.,!
INVESTMENT COST RATIO
0.075

INITIAL. MAINTENANCE COST PER PERIOD
520

UNTIL
t'iEIII'I.r.E:. ..rli,..:...'i.., ._.

(::;:E!:';,
::..'..

T .hINO. .; I F PERIODS
CF::::FIiE;EiE::: E::i' 50.'..

M2 = 1.069913101.
INITIAL REPAIR C:!:.!=;'T PER

14



Table 2A (continued)

NO. OF PERIODS UNTIL F:EPAiIR C03I INCREASES E:;'.: 503
G:

HOURLY REPAIR COST
C

F: -- 1.17607902.'.".:
INPUT HOURLY D10!..T-171 h1 E !WI. ST

::C

=IIPPII1;E THE MACHINE UNDERGOES MINOR REPAIRS f:.::i:.RRR !=1 TOTAL OF 0.5
HOURS IN H PERIOD. HOW MANY PF:!::Iii.a!C::TI'':''E HiC!IJi::':; IL.-'CI IF MACHINE
ACTUALLY BE DOWN TO MAKE 1 HECSIE: I E:::PH is F: _'.."
5

SUPPOSE:. THE MACHINE UNDERGOES ,I('1...;I_:R R,_PA.I:F:': i...;..:r:: r-; ..! riL. ...,..: c:.kiis

HOURS IN H PERIOD. HOW MANY PRODUCTIVE HOURS WOULD THE MACHIIAIE
ACTUALLY BE 511111'I TO t'1 H f : I:i:

228

MINIMUM Fi'dEF:FI!GE: COST PER UNIT TIME 18203.877

OPTIMAL 11. P I:E: i ::i. O D:

Program Listing

We 3.
RANGE-OF-VALUES PROGRAM.

10 D I M 1.! i_ E; .1 ? L. (k .J , C'1 t. ki :.. . . :.. t i:1 i y 4'i .7 " . ... ... ..:.
......

1 ,......I : ! ' I:i 1 n !_:

41 :II! 1.11! [i 1,1111:-3 F E R:.-: F:::1 j:i E.; ;I < 1;1:

0 PRINT "INPUT !E...: t:. VALUES FOR !.. ...! !.::` t...
; t_. 1 t-. R:_;

::

40 PRINT
50 PRINT
60 PRINT -INPUT 1 ; NUMBER OF PERIODS PER ; E:: f i E'::V

70 INPUT f:1
80 PRINT Cl
90 PRINT
100 PRINT "INPUT DI (PURCHASE PRICEY
110 INPUT PC:1:
120 PRINT PEI.]
130 P R I N'

.:..r.:.,....I .140 PRINT "INPUT D2 (SALVAGE ':;' L.:I L... !..! i:::.

150 INPUT FT 2:11
1601 PRINT PEEN
170

F'RIN.I

1849 PRINT "INPUT D4 (PERIODS UNTIL :11!, _.,_. .....!_- _. -
n.. F; I raEE"..., ,;!...!i.....,t-.

x.11=:. I_.. il'' I II: :3 TO :_:HI __ ', i i 1. E_ LEVEL)"
190 INPUT PC ::E' Cj

2010 PRINT PC: ::I
210 PRINT

.

ill VFC `f, , f'1 E :
_..:...:...: _. i

I H T CI: l l
::

20 :INPUT PC 4 _1
240 PRINT PC 4 CI
:'501 PRINT
260 PRINT "INPUT !''1:I (INITIAL PERIODIC MAINTENANCE COST)''
270 INPUT PE5-1
2801 PRINT PC ` I
"94_i PRINT
300 PRINT

"INE,i1...

hl3 NO. OF PERIODS TO 50% MAINTENANCE COST INCREASE),,
310 INPUT PC 6 "1
3201 PRINT PEE::i
330 PRINT
340 PRINT "INPUT R1 (INITIAL PERIODIC REPAIR COST)"
3501 INPUT PC f .j
360 PRINT F' L. r ..I

370 F' P I
N.11..

':: ...

PRINT TO 50% REPAIR COST.:....
,.. ...1. INCREASE)".;::: ki T' "INPUT :: (NO. OF PERIODS .

390 T P
400 PRINT FC8]1
410! PRINT

(continued)
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Table 3 (continued).

20 PRINT .L
I..I !"' .! ' R4 '.. HI..:..! RQ : 4 t::. r' ! .!. r:. COST)"

430 INPUT P19]
4441 PRINT PCKI
'C_. PRINT

"INPUT I a_
..c_ r..,, ...

, t"II Ii..!r:. !....'' !!:1 !;.! !'..i ..,..:C h1 E: COST)"460 PRINT
!470 INPUT ELI

4841 PRINT RI141
490 PRINT
500 I"'r`:IHi "INPUT 4,.-,

;,;_ I'':...LI::

OF PRODUCTIVE tdia!.il._.L! BE
'L"!4j14i1::

5141 P R I N T "IN PERIOD I fx IT 'I :CI e:: ;l i:r: T 1'1 :1: L, [i I -'! Fl TOTAL C'11:7"

5261 PRINT 50/C!;" HOURS DURING THE PERIOD)"
530 INPUT PCQ]
5441 PRINT PC!K!
550

F'E'INT.

5i-ii PRINT "INPUT b4 00. OF t:'t':!_I.!!._!!::.I:iVE I-'i(!iRS I"i'!:::i-iDI Ha!!-''I BE DOWN''
5i' I.1_., PRINT ` ! t-! PERIOD IF i UNDERWENT ! ' 1 i' I jI_I I " ; REPAIRS FOR F{ T OT A L I I '

580 PRINT 4 4 1 T`'!::::!. it " h'I 1:11_1 F:=. D U R I N G THE PERIOD"

600 PRINT PC 1
610 .::.I 'i

620 . iIC'1
6:30 PRIN...

650 PRINT
660 PRINT "NEW e:' !'-i ` E VALUES FOR F: !..! : !...! !'I ! :.:.:. t-:':::i

-841 !::;!l`_a_Ilit' 1964t!
690 PRIM
700 PR 1 NT
710 PRINT "MINIMUM ii '< E:: FO-! !..:, :::: MOST AND !.: r "' -i !: MF I.... ........ t E`:: C-° !::i

p.1..

730 F'' R I N IF

7411 G!....;U 1.`. C!

750 PRINT
760 PRINT
770 PRI1',1..1.

780 FOR j=1 TO 1:1.

-790 F

8014:1 : [002-0 THEN 820
_,1 e!

820 FOR I
830 PRINT
840 NEXT is

850 PRINT
EI!I NEXT .!

^=! 0 PRINT
880 PR :I: Ni
..890 I

"'RIN..1..

900 PRINT
9141 PRINT "INPUT

...I:
VARIABLE

i. ....I ::

920 INPUT
rNAME I._! ..,.TO

...
C..;.

I"'. f'ir'1 ... i........

930 .I . ..:::: 6; I

940 FOR I=1 TO
950 1. F A$ # C.3-!:. 1 .....:i. , !:I .1 '. I"i E!,

960 19=1
970 NEXT I
930 1:F THEN I!D1.0
::0 PRINTI

.._

"TRY AGAIN. (NAME EQUALS LETTER r r` 11:t!a11 D2 W._.....1. i .I ;.! 5 ETC.
1001I GO TO 9010
1010 PRINT
1020 PRINT "INPUT LOW ''HI _..!._1E.i r I'It=W BASE VALUEs AND HIGH VALUE FOR ";A$
1030 INPUT X100,
1040 FRUIT

PRINT.
141641 PRINT "INPUT NI-Ir'1E!EF OF INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF " H$9 " TO BE CONSIDERED''
1070 INPUT X4
14180 PRINT X4
1090 PRINT
1100 PRINT
1110 P'R'INT "E3H::SE 'v'HLIJES"
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Table 3 (continued).

1120 GOSUEI 1960
1130 IF THEN 1.190
1140 F'C I9 ]=<,1
1150 PRINT
1160 PRINT "WHEN " 9 H:$ =" + X1
1170 GOSUE: 1500
1180 GOTO 1250
11'30 FUR .1=,:,:1 Ti' .- STEP r;I . ). ':: ;4 r 1 7
1200 PC I'9 ]=J
1210 PRINT
1220 PRINT "WHEN "±A$ '="9.-1
1230 GOS,UE1 1530
1240 NENT .-1

1250 PC 19 ]=:::2
1260 GOTO I 620
1270

E'

END
1200 R E 1 1 i, } i- M; -F -F Y t -F ;F t 4; -i- i; ;I; ;F -F -1; -1-'-; -h ;h 1-;'.; ;r -h -F-F i- ;1; t i- i;;Y i- ;1- -1; i- -1- -1- i -1; -F -F -1; i- -F i; -i- { ;1-. ;1;- y t i= } i; -F F ;M ;F ^;M; ;{; ={ } 3 i ;1- -i

1290
RE:p(M

I-SUEF::OUTINE Ti:, PARAMETER';
't. F -F F h i i 1 Y. F F F} i; { t ^Y F F F h i. ..:: .{:.:"1:' .k ?. } :F :Y.:F .J; 1 ^M . F...(.. .:F 1- i 4 N F F F. 1{ F F 4. } F k i i -h F1300 R E I' 1

1310 D1=PC 11
1320 D2= PC 'c_ ]
1330 D4=P[31
1340 D3=!:D2/D1 1 ( 1/114::
1350 'v'1=PC4]
1360 M1=PC5]
1370 M:3=PE 6 ]
1380 M2=1.5K1/M3)
1390 E:1=PC 7 ]
1400 P:3=PC E ]
1410 R2=1.5t'::1/R.3..'
1420 F:4=PC _9 ]
1430 W5=P[103
1440 b1:'=PC 11 ]
1450 W4=P[12]
1460 L.1 - I._I'0(L44/H;-:');'C_I]ir;;;:
1470
1480 RETURN
1490 END

.}.:'- y:.F. } t .}. ;F. -F }' -F -F y:..:j. :Y :.:_ -( :F :{- :;:. .::..j:. _i.:i. .:M .{..{:..:..y. y::(.:y.:y. _W .:i:.i. .::..:F..:.:(. .:(. :4. :,.:i:.:.y..{:.i:.}..:y'.:j. -h .}..}..}..:i.:f.. y;..j. -F :t.:{:.j: y:..;..:p .}.:i..}1500 R EM
151i.i F:EM SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE AND PRINT OPTIMU11

:.1520 REF 1 t ;1; -F {- t. F . F i..t -F -1- -h -1::i; -F..:.:j.:y...F..t..:i- -'- -i- . ..:I;...F...:.:::F :F : y...:..:i.: F.::. _F.: _ .,,..;: .,..:....y..4.. j.:i.. i- :F -1.. ..{ F. -F -1; is -F -h -F :{ . } .:F..;E..;F j. i; } ;I; .I; {- i

1530 T1=T2t =1.1
1540 K=1
1550 GO SUB 1310
1560 IF V'..

<:= 114 THEN 1591:1
1570 DE K. ]=E0i
1580 GOTI.I 1600
1590 IIIF:.]=D1*'.1-I.I: ,i*D ;'r':.I<:. 1

1600 'v'CK]=''+'1*':.D1';;:'
1610 ' = +DE K: ]
1620 MC'K ]=M 1 *.M2'r'': K:"-1.::'
16310 REK]=R1*F:20017
1640 WE F::: ]=W 1 *RE K :] t W2
1650 _:C K ]=0
1660 I F 'F <:::3 * I 1 ::' OR (K >= - .;.. i::1 + 1. ' THEN 1 r; > ; II

1670 f:C F; 1=-111
1680 IF ':: F <: C :' i :1 :'' OR 0--': ''. '` 1:.... I i E::: hl 1 "r''' 411 E;

1 6 90 CE K. ]=...-D 1:;0
1700 IF '::F:::<::7*C1'' OR (K . - 701+1) THEN 170--1
1710 I=E K ]=-D1..:30
1720 T1=T1+DE it 11-VE It ]-I-ME F:: KR K:::i+H' F':: ]++=:C F :1

1730 TEK]=T1`k::
1740 IF K=1 THEN 17 80
1754.1 1F (T2-1 :; UI F:: '*1.:1.+1.::' OF 01 I: F::: ] _ .l..E k:-1. ']:

'..1..HEN
1780

1760 T2=1
1770 L=K-1
1780 I F ((T2=1) AND ':: F:::;> L +. _ , j OR F:: ::> 70) THEN 1 Iia 16:1

1790 K:=K+1
1800 GOTO 1560
1810 11=1

17
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Table 3 (continued).

1,3'20 FOR 1=2 T0!
18301 IF TI I ] CL II ] THEN 1250
1840 11=1
1850 NE ,:T I
186.0 PRINT '1111111'11N1 A4'EF:FHGE PER UNLIT 'T'IME-", 1[1.:1.1
1870 F'R111T "0PT111AL LIFE';F'A11" 1I -PE l' IiIDS
1880 IF T2=1 THEN 19101
1890 PRINT "WARNING. ''F'T1[1AI LIFE.'1:,F'Ata E;.,,C.EE:I!':_, HF1 I M U 1 THAT F'F:0!GRAC'1 CAN HANDLE
1*n' PRINT IHIJi' ATE D !110'1 Ir'1Ut'1 MAY EKE IN ERROR."
19101 RETURN
19249 END
1930 R E r:1 ;i; y: y: ;t :i- :F. a: 1; } ;ti i. a::i-+ ti;..:..t. ,F.:. i. _,. _,. _f.: :F -+i:k =i; ti::M ti: +. a; .}; +. i: ;i :i- :F. - J 1::++ + is f +.:i- 3: :k :Fr,::F i: :i; i::::: i,

19441 R E M ' 1 1T1l 11-1E TC! PF:IH I PHRAl r1F I EF:'31950 REr'1***: :, =.r.rrt;FFFFi-tF.{... -f,. j,. t-[{t Fi F9 N FF! FFFFt 11111(}1:11 F
1960 PRINT
19701 PRINT DI D1q"D2

D"'.. D:"; =:9Ii "t'4 1D:4

19843 PRINT 1

1990 PRINT M1 ="+M1 x'1'2 ="FM2+"x,1:1; = 9x013

2000 PRINT "F'1 =";R1;"R2 -"9R29 'R3. = 9R39"P4 ="9R4
21149 PRINT ::W1 W19"W2 =::g14:'.9::ti=; ="9W3H4 ==''gE'aar1C

N5
2020 PRINT
2030 RETURN
2040 END

Sample Run

Table 3A.
RANGE-OF-VALUES PROGRAM.

INPUT BASE VALUES FOR PARAMETERS

INPUT C1 (NUMBER OF PERIODS PER YEAR)
2

INPUT D1 (PURCHASE PRICE)
125000

INPUT D2 (SALVAGE VALUE)
18750

INPUT D4 (PERIODS UNTIL MACHINE'S VALUE DECLINES TO SALVAGE LEVEL)

INPUT V1 <IN'VESTMENT-COST RATIO)
11.1375

INPUT MI (INITIAL PERIODIC MAINTENANCE COST)
523

INPUT M3 <NO. OF PERIODS TO 50% MAINTENANCE COST INCREASE)
6

INPUT R1 (INITIAL PERIODIC REPAIR COST)
325L

INPUT R3 (NO. OF PERIODS TO 50% REPAIR COST INCREASE)
2.5

INPUT R4 (HOURLY REPAIR COST)
35

INPUT W5 (HOURLY DOWNTIME COST)
725

18



Table 3A (continued).

INPUT W3 (NO. OF PRODUCTIVE HOURS MACHINE WOULD BE DOWN
IN A PERIOD IF IT UNDERWENT M]:NOR REPAIRS FOR A TOTAL OF
25 HOURS DURING THE PERIOD)
5

INPUT W4 (NO. OF PRODUCTIVE HOURS MACHINE WOULD BE DOWN
IN A PERIOD IF IT UNDERWENT MAJOR REPAIRS FOR A TOTAL OF
200 HOURS DURING THE PERIOD
220

NEW BASE VALUES FOR PARAMETERS

D1 125000 D2 = 18750 D3 = 0.788880838 D4 = 8
V 1 = 0.07 S
M1 = 520 M2 1.069913194 A13 = 6
R1 = 325 R2 = 1.176079023 R3 = 2.5 P4 = 35
Ni = 0.016047624 W2 = 1.819810540 W3 = 5 W4 = 220 W5 = 725

MINIMUM AVERAGE COST AND OPTIMAL L I FESPAN
CORRESPONDING TO NEW BASE VALUES OF PARAMETERS

MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TIME 18203.87779
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

INPUT NAME OF VARIABLE TO BE RANGED

INPUT LOW ?ALUENEW BASE VRL UE AND HIGH VALUE FOR 1-15
700 725 900

INPUT NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF W5 TO BE CONSIDERED
3

BASE VALUES

D1 125000 D2 = 18750 13 = 0.708880838 D4 = 8
V1 = 0.075
M1 = 520 M2 = 1.069913194 M3 = 6
R1 = 325 R2 = 1.176079023 R3 = 2.5 R4 = 35
W1 = 0.016047624 W2 = 1.819810540 W3 = 5 W4 = 220 W5 = 725

WHEN W5= 700
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TIME 10065r.03'-194
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

19



Table 3A (continued).

WHEN W5= 750
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

WHEN W5= 300
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

TIME

TIn+E

WHEN W5= 35ki
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TINE
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

WHEN W5= '900
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER UNIT TIME
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS'

NEW BASE VALUE' FOR PARAMETERS

R1 = 3325 R2 = 1.17G0175023 P.: = -'S P4 = -'
W1 = 0.016047624 W2 81'1' 10 N 3 = 5 'i''* = _20 W5 = 725

1c3__.7195-

_'.40333

13 .3 78.03:370.3

19 147. 7702

D 1 125000 02 = 1:3750 05 = 0. 78 ki _;: 8
V 1 = 0.075
M1 = 520 M2 = 1.06991:3194 1,13 _

1INIMUM A'v'ERAGE COST AND OPTIMAL LIFE=,,PAN
CORRESPONDING Ti) HEW BASE VALUES OF. PARAMETERS

MINIMUM AVERAGE COST PER i,iT TIME 1,=2433.
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIOD`-':

INPUT NAME OF VARIABLE TO BE RANGED

INPUT LOW VALUEiNEW BASE VALUE, AND HIGH VALUE FOR R3
2 2.5 3

INPUT NUMBER OF INTERMEDIATE VALUES OF R3 TO BE CONSIDERED
3

BASE VALUES

D1 125000 D2 18750 D3 = 0.788888838 D4 = 8
Vi = 0.075
M1 = 520 M2 = 1.069913194 M3 = 6
R1 = 325 R2 = .176079023 R3 = 2.5 R4 = 35
W1 = 0.016047624 W2 = 1.819810540 W3 = 5 W4 220 W5 = 725

20



Table 3A (continued).

WHEN R3= 2
MINIMUM AVERAGE =OS
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 10

T PER UNIT TIME i0746. 54
PER ICDS

WHEN R K 2.25
MINIMUM AVERA E COST
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 10

WHEN R3= 2.5
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST
OPTIMAL L IFESPAN 11

WHEN i-:3= 75
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 12

WHEN R3= 3
MINIMUM AVERAGE COST
OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 14

PEP UNIT 1 `3335. 36?7'=;

PER I LiS

PER !SNIT T IE 1:2413.:7779
PER I ODS

PER UNIT TIME 17266.9;3081
PERIODS

PER UNIT TIME 1c374.901=6
PERIODS

NEW BASE VALUES FOR PARAMETERS

D1 125000 D2 = 18750 D = 0.788330838 D4
V! = 0.075
M1 = 520 M2 = 1.069913194 N3 = E.

R1 = 325 R2 = 1.176079022 R3 = :.5 R4 =
. -

W1 = 0.01604762 4 W2 1.819810540 W:' _ 5 4d4 = 22_0 W5 = ,:ES

MINIMUM AVERAGE COST AND OPTIMAL _IFESPAN
CORRESPONDING TO NEW BASE VALUES OF PARAMETERS

MINIMUM t AVERAGE TIM
TIME O03 .1.:7;AVERAGE TIM
TIME O03 .1.:7;ACOST PER UNIT E 1_^7'.4

OPTIMAL LIFESPAN 11 PERIODS

INPUT NAME OF VARIABLE TO BE RANGED

21
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appendix B
Logging Contractor Survey

In conjunction with this research,
a modest survey of 300 logging
contractors in the Pacific North-
west was conducted to learn of
their equipment-replacement prac-
tices with rubber-tired skidders.
We received 49 usable responses.

Figure 3 shows the current age
distribution of the skidders, which
suggests that few machines are
being kept significantly beyond
their economic life. What it does
not show is how many machines
are replaced before their economic
life is over.

60

labor to make necessary repairs do
not appear to be important moti-
vations for contractors to replace
their equipment. A questionnaire
of interior British Columbia log-
ging firms (Young et al. 1975)
verifies that excessive maintenance,
repair, and downtime costs are
important indicators for replacing
equipment. Both surveys suggest
that the majority of contractors
have the financial flexibility to
replace equipment when they
judge it necessary.

p 3.42

30
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Figure 3.

Age distribution of rubber-tired
skidders in use by 49 logging
contractors in the Pacific North-
west.

Responses to the questionnaire
show that contractors replace their
skidders for various reasons:

Tax advantage 32
Old machine worn out 30
New machine better designed 17
Investment capital available 9
Repair parts not available 6
Lack of skilled labor for

repairs 2
Other 4

These responses suggest that most
machines are replaced for tax
advantage or because the old
machine has simply worn out.
Lack of repair parts and skilled

90
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